
16152: "some sunny days after some heavy storms yet not really a warm summer with

also sudden water bombs flooding the ground floor of the barn and and an hailstorm

smashing all the surrounding vegetable gardens bringing the temperature quite cold

especially at night yet still hot in the middle of the day"

18148: "a very unstable middle of the summer in the mountains with several night

storms and sudden strong winds and only a few days of little wind making it

possible to weld my alpine installation only then with the welder not working so

well even with little wind"

05152: "getting at last the permit to build my installation and taking very little

walks now fully immersed in working on it yet involving myrthe and the kids

walking to it and also walking to the vegetarian restaurant once also alone taking

a shortcut through the forest and walking once down to the other restaurant with

the kids beside that walking in schio with the kids through the market and once to

the market in santorso and in one occasion taking a hike with livia on top of the

novegno mountain to show her the cows there"

01199: "a month spent at the beginning still waiting for the permit to execute my

installation taking care of the kids and trying to use whatever time to also dig

behind  the  barn  ultimately  getting  the  permit  and  beginning  to  work  on  the

installation however never taking too many photos of objects doing the same task

in the same place for a long time like digging gravel or beginning to weld up the

structure"

10159: "still dutch folk met visiting my newly born daughter and then traveling to

italy and meeting friends of my parents and then people in the mountains like the

guy helping me cutting trees in the valley to my future installation and then an

opera singer sining in venice in a square and a nun from the bakita sanctuary"

02178: "a period spent in the mountains at last able to work on my installation

and getting quite some fresh air but not dreaming so much with both kids being

quite uneasy at night and often taking naps in the afternoon and even dreaming

then at times at last forcing myself to sleep longer and dreaming several times of

the installation site"

04139: "feeling quite happy to be able to resume my installation after such a long

bureaucratic wait and also feeling happy of having august on my side to help me

but  later  also  being  sad  about  his  quick  departure  and  feeling  sad  of  the

continuous attempts of the far right to block my project getting at last a lot of

help by davide finding strength thanks to his great friendship and hard work but

also feeling happy with both livia and little silvester in the time spent at home

with them getting only sad about having to leave for the netherlands soon"

12211: "reading the news once a day in the mountains with only some internet

connection by the entrance door and finding several casualties in india despite



all the corona virus gossips and far less casualties now mostly in the americas

and a terrible explosion in lebanon killing many but also religious driven attacks

and natural catastrophes around the world"

15136:  "a  month  fully  dedicated  to  building  the  structure  of  my  alpine

installation breathing clean mountain air but also cutting metal bars and welding

them making quite some fumes as well as driving my old tractor up and down only

rarely getting in touch with the city traffic mostly in schio when buying new

parts for my building equipment"

03141: "still songs heard showing livia old cartoon lyrics but also singing many

dutch and italian songs and singing for myrthe's birthday and during all the sunny

days spent at the river with both livia and little silvester"

13205: "a period spent in the mountains with very little public places visited

beside the time spent going down to schio to do different errands and the few

times going for walks in the higher mountains most of the time keeping up the work

with my installation"

09137: "in the mountains not so regular in recording my thoughts with all the work

done to set up the installation main structure but anyway managing to have some

time walking alone to record thoughts mostly related to the evil political forces

and the part of the local population against me and all the love i am putting in

the realization of my project"

10160: "people met while in italy with our newly born daughter clearing the valley

below  my  installation  and  meeting  people  both  in  schio  like  the  cook  of  a

restaurant and some students from bassano where i taught a lecture as well as

several migrants i helped with food and money and a lady from our mountain village

but also a drunk in venice"

16153: "a way too hot weather finishing the installation of the cube in the

mountains  and  even  there  experiencing  quite  a  heat  wave  making  it  almost

impossible to be out in the middle of the day and really only finding a better

temperature visiting a colleague of myrthe in the higher mountains on the other

side of my native mountains to then return to the netherlands finding a much

fresher weather"

18149: "quite some wind in the mountains working at my installation there with

several days of storms and rain but also followed by a pretty calm period allowing

me to weld the metal bars and work high up and then returning in the netherlands

finding the first few days rather windless but then experiencing constant wind"

17118: "observing clouds on my way to berlin by train and then while in berlin

before making it back to sweden staying with august in the beautiful djursholm and

walking there to do grocery observing clouds with quite a few women bodies and



animals and machines before observing clouds once again on the train on my way to

gothenburg"


